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The Legal System Of
Pre-Western Japan
By HARoWD G. WBBN*
UNDERSTANDING the legal system of an Oriental culture re-
quires a grasp of the differences between the philosophical frame of
reference found in a country like Japan, and that which characterizes
the West. Although the positive law of each may purport to be stated
in a similar manner, the operational results of the Japanese legal sys-
tem are quite different from what is found in a Western country.
These differences arise because the basic norms of the Japanese sys-
tem are a synthesis of the Buddhist religion, Confucian ethics, and
indigenous Japanese cultural patterns. In recent years, there has been
an introduction of Western norms, but as the process for assimilation
is necessarily slow, the Oriental folkways remain far more important.
I. Historical Background-Pre-1600
Prior to the fifth century, the tribal communities of Japan had
been in constant intercourse with the kingdoms of Korea. Through
the Koreans, the Japanese became aware of the advanced culture
of China, and most significantly, of the Chinese written script. This
acquaintance with written Chinese made it possible for the Japanese
to absorb much of the Chinese culture, including Confucian ethics,
the Buddhist religion, and the Chinese administrative system. With
respect to the development of Japanese feudalism, familiarity with
this last institution was to be the most important. Prior to this
time, the Japanese had governed themselves through a clan and
tribal type of government, although one of the clans was con-
sidered to be the leader of all the rest. The chieftan of this clan
held a position of superiority to the other chieftains and came to be
thought of as "emperor."
In 604 A.D., Prince Shotoku, who served as Regent for the Em-
press Suiko, issued his Constitution In Seventeen Articles,' the first
attempt at a codification of legal principles for the nation as a whole.
These Articles were a set of moral injunctions addressed to all the
*Professor of Law, Boston College Law School.
1 See CASE & CoM., July-Aug. 1953, at 20 (M Anesaki transl.), for an
English translation of the CoNsTiruTioN.
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clans, written in the style of the Chinese classics, and consisting of a
codification of Confucian ethics.
The central government's use of Chinese doctrines to gain con-
trol over the entire country was not unlike the English kings' use of
Norman law. The analogy is hinperfect in that the Japanese copied
their Chinese model out of admiration for a more advanced neighbor-
ing culture, while the Normans imposed their legal system upon the
Saxons by conquest. But in both cases, two diverse cultures were
blended to form new cultural patterns which are thought to be
peculiarly "English" or "Japanese." This willingness to fuse elements
of a borrowed culture with one's own to form a blend that is different
from its component parts has always characterized Japanese history.
In a later day, the Japanese were to incorporate additional cultural
patterns from the West. It is easy, today, to differentiate what is
"Western" from that which is Japanese, while the separation of that
which was originally Chinese from that which is indigenous to Japan
remains very difficult indeed.2
Japanese feudalism was a blend of the elaborate administrative
system borrowed from the Chinese and the clan society indigenous to
Japan. The positive law of feudal Japan was a blend of the codified
law of China and the customary law of the Japanese tribes. Thus,
the Code of 702 A.D. and the Yoro Code of 757 A.D. were based on
Chinese models. These laws sought to maintain the system of land
tenure, taxation, and administration which had been transplanted
from China.
Eventually, however, the Chinese importations broke down in a
resurgence of the native tradition. Toward the end of the twelfth
century, Japan suffered its War of the Roses, wherein the Minamoto
clan gained supremacy over the Taira clan. The leader of the Mina-
moto family, Yoritomo, established a stable military government
based on feudalism, a pattern which characterized all later Japanese
governments prior to Westernization. At the head of this feudal
government was a military leader, or generalissimo, known as the
Sh6gun. From 1185 to 1333, the Minamoto family, with its head-
quarters at Kamakura, maintained hegemony over the other clans.
During this period, the Japanese successfully repelled the Mongol
invasion led by Kublai Khan. It was also at this time that the Japan-
ese penchant for indirect rule reached its height; the Sh6gun, who
ruled in the name of the Emperor, was in turn controlled by a regent.
Ultimately, the regency rule was ended when the Ashikaga family
gained control over the Shogunate.
2 E.g., Sung painting, landscape gardening, flower arrangement, and the
tea ceremony are actually of Chinese origin, but have been so perfected in
Japan that they are often thought of as being peculiarly Japanese.
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Under the Ashikaga sh~guns, the arts of Japan as well as trade
made remarkable strides. Japanese maritime enterprises grew stead-
ily and easily kept pace with similar developments in Europe. But
from about 1500, almost continuous civil war kept the attention of the
leaders of the country on matters at home. In the middle of the
century, Japan had its first contacts with the West, and by the end of
the century, the Jesuit missionaries, under the leadership of St. Fran-
cis Xavier, had succeeded in converting over 300,000 Japanese to
Christianity.
At this point, the history of Japan took a turn which was to
cause Japan's experience to be unlike that of any other nation. After
a series of civil wars which brought forth some of the most interesting
personalities in Japanese history, the Tokugawa family succeeded in
gaining control over Japan in 1603 when Ieyasu was appointed Shu-
gun. Fearful that the coming of the missionaries was a prelude to
conquest by the Europeans, Ieyasu and his successors decided upon a
policy of ruthless suppression of Christianity, expulsion of all for-
eigners (with the exception of the Dutch and the Chinese who were
confined to a small area in Nagasaki where limited foreign trade was
permitted), and complete seclusion of the Japanese from the rest of
the world. During this period, Japanese culture developed to a level
analogous to that of the France of Louis XIV. For 250 years, Japan
remained secluded from the rest of the world, but at complete peace.
In addition to cultural and artistic advancements, 4 positive law
went through a remarkable development during the Tokugawa period.
After Westernization, much of this law was condemned as "feudal-
istic," and Japanese legal .cholars turned their eyes from Tokugawa
law to the newly imported Western models. But Tokugawa law was
predominantly customary law, and was particularly suited to Japan;
and despite the fact that it was "abolished" upon the introduction of
Western codes, the living law which it reflected continues in modern
Japan. Therefore, after a discussion of the other foundational com-
3 Among these, three stand above the rest: (1) Oda Nobunaga (1534-82),.
who consolidated a strong position in the central provinces, and reigned as de
facto ShSgun from 1568 until he was murdered; (2) Toyotomi Hideyoshi
(1536-98), the "George Washington" of Japan, who united the country and
promoted foreign trade, but expelled the missionaries and persecuted the
Christian converts when he became fearful that Spain had designs on Japan;
(3) Tokugawa Ieyasu (1542-1616), who defeated the hostile feudal lords,
redistributed the fiefs, and established a stable feudal Japan.
4 The Western observer who visits Japan today is forever being charmed
by elements of Japanese culture which were perfected during the Tokugawa
period. Kabuki Theater (the unparalleled theater art of Japan), woodblock
prints, lacquer ware, pottery, water colors, painting-all of these, and many
more, reached their highest development at this time.
ponents of modern Japanese legal thought, the elements of Tokugawa
jurisprudence will receive detailed consideration.
II. Tokugawa Social Institutions
A. Feudalism
Like its counterpart in Europe, Japanese feudalism arose from
the attempt by the culture to adjust itself to a situation of permanent
precarium. Intermittent civil war had continued in Japan from the
middle of the 12th century to the beginning of the 17th century.
When the Tokugawas succeeded in eliminating their opposition, and
the country settled down to a long period of peace; the nation was
forced into an unchangeable hierarchical social structure. The class
structure of Japan became ossified; hence, it was impossible to move
from one class to another.
At the top of the hierarchy was the warrior class (shi), con-
sisting of the Shggun, the feudal lords (daimyo) and the knights
(samurai). Below the military class were ranked the other three
major segments of society-the farmers (no), the artisans (ko), and
the merchants (sho).5 This "shi-no-ko-sho" system of Confucian eth-
ics was particularly useful to the Tokugawas in forcing the society
into a feudal mold. Ultimately, however, the entire structure col-
lapsed for the same reason that feudalism collapsed in Europe; i.e.,
the development of a money economy.
The absence of war made it necessary for the nation to support
an idle class, the samurai. The depreciation of the currency by the
government in an attempt to handle the problems of public finance
further increased their distress. The merchant class eventually
became the most powerful group in the society, since it was only
through its members that the shgguns could obtain the necessary
funds to maintain their teetering bureaucracy. The largest fortunes
existent in modern Japan had their origins in the financing of the
Tokugawas.
The appearance of Commodore Perry's black ships, combined
with the government's inability to handle its financial and govern-
mental problems, caused many young Japanese to question Tokugawa
rule. It was these young samurai (particularly of the Satsuma and
5 In addition there were also some court nobles at the Emperor's court
in Kyoto who ranked above the military class. Like the Emperor himself,
their function was entirely religious (Shinto), and they had no temporal
power. Below the merchant class, there were also the eta and hinin who were
social outcasts. These included such categories as actors, butchers, leather
workers, etc., whose trades were considered defiling in some instances, because
they involved the killing of animals contrary to the Buddhist religion.
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Choshu clans) who led the revolution against the Shigun, and re-
stored the Emperor to de facto as well as de jure rule.
B. Confucian Ethics
Without Confucian ethics, it may be doubted whether the Toku-
gawas could have succeeded in governing Japan for long without in-
ternal or external disturbances. Much of their success can be at-
tributed to an emphasis on the practice of Confucianism within the
administrative organization and the legal system. Since Confucian
ethics had so permeated the masses that they were universally ac-
cepted as being Nihon-teki,6 it was not difficult for the Tokugawa
Shogunate to use Confucian practices as the basis of their rule.
Perhaps the most significant difference between Confucian and
Western ethics is the absence of any transcendentalism. The basic
Confucian virtue of jen (translated variously as "compassion," "hu-
man-heartedness" or "man-to-man-ness") is not a world of transcen-
dental reality, but of immediate experience. Man achieves jen
through the relationships which he has with other members of the
society. The five basic Confucian relationships are: (1) ruler and
subject, (2) father and son, (3) elder and younger brother, (4) hus-
band and wife, (5) friend and friend.
The emphasis is on the relations between men, not on individuals.
It is unthinkable that one will insist on his "rights," so as to place a
focus on the individual, rather than the relationship. One does not
search an absolute "truth," but seeks to work out harmonious rela-
tionships that will promote jen. Good conduct is that which is ac-
cording to "knowledge" or "wisdom" (chih), but this "knowledge"
is not the truth of Western thought but the totality of the particulars
of human experience. In the settling of disputes, one does not ap-
peal to a general rule, nor to a set of universals, but seeks to find the
solution that will promote the greatest jen among the disputants.
This solution is found in the pure facts perceived intuitively, and not
in an ultimate truth. We cannot say with certainty that the settling
of disputes by an appeal to universals has been any more successful
than by the application of Confucian ethics, which avoids universals,
and which adjusts human relationships by way of compromise in
specific cases.
6 This phrase, "that which is essentially Japanese," has a variety of con-
notations: (1) what prevails in Japan; (2) what is good for Japan; (3) what
concerns Japan; (4) the Japanese point of view; (5) the fundamental spirit
of Japan. See Nakagawa, The Quest of the "Nihon-tei", 14 KYOTO U.L. &
ECON. REV. 55 (1939). The paradox of Japanese culture is that despite its
eclectic quality, and diverse origins, new cultural patterns invariably acquire
"Nihon-Teki."
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Justice is dependent upon the wisdom and discretion of the ruler,
not upon the "truth" which is purportedly revealed in the law. As a
result, it is not necessary that there be an elaborate societal ma-
chinery for the recommending, prescribing, applying, enforcing or
interpreting of laws. A judiciary or advocate class is unknown. All
that is necessary is that there be a wise and just ruler who possesses
all the power necessary to carry out his function as an administrator.
During the Tokugawa period, the sh6guns were able to use Con-
fucian ethics as one of the principal methods of holding the feudal
society together. Because of feudalism in Japan, the relationship
between the ruler and the ruled was by far the most important of all
relations between men. Unquestioning loyalty was a virtue which
underlay a vast part of all rules governing the behavior of people
within their own classes.
C. Conciliation
Conciliation is such an important element in Oriental cultures
that the Westerner who thinks in terms of the "rights" of an individual
is always at a loss to understand what, at first, seems to be a most
peculiar manner of human behavior. Confucian philosophy negatives
the concept of the struggle by individuals for their rights. In the
words of Confucius, "[a]s a judge, I decide disputes, for that is my
duty; but the best thing that could happen would be to eliminate the
causes for litigation."7  This is effected by having compassion for
one's fellow man. Hence if one seeks to promote jen with respect to
someone with whom he has had a dispute, he does so by means of
obtaining a respectable compromise. Compromise becomes the high-
est virtue, and nearly all disputes are settled by mediation or arbi-
tration. If litigation is necessary, it may be prolonged for many
years, in order that the dispute can eventually be settled by com-
promise. The letter of the law is customarily subordinated to the
parties' desire to reach a solution that will "save the face" of all con-
cerned.
This approach to the settling of disputes by means of conciliation
is characteristic of the Orient. During the Tokugawa period, the law
of old Japan was developed to a high degree by means of case law,
but always within the framework of conciliation. The retention of
this cultural pattern in Japanese law differentiates-it from the West-
ern models upon which it is based.
7 12 CoNFucLAN ANALECTS 257 (J. Legge transl., Hong Kong 1958). For
an illustration of how this philosophy underlies the settlement of disputes in
present day Japan, see Wren, Japanese Law or Logic, 68 CASE & Com., Nov.-
Dec., 1963 at 36.
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D. Buddhism and Shinto
The influences of the Buddhist and the Shinto religions on the
positive law of Japan are more difficult to trace than the effects of
the feudal tradition or of Confucian ethics. When Butsudo ("the
way of the Buddha") was introduced in Japan in the sixth century, it
was differentiated at first from the native nature religion, Shinto
("the way of the gods"). Ultimately, however, it became quite diffi-
cult to separate the elements of the two religions.8 Shinto was a
pantheism, wherein divinity was perceived intuitively in nature, and
in the worship of one's ancestors. Buddhism, by contrast, taught
that man could attain the all-pervading ineffable reality (Nirvana)
by losing his desires for worldly possessions and pleasures, and by
gaining a true realization of the self.
The two religions developed side by side, with Buddhism mak-
ing substantial gains during the 9th through the 12th centuries. From
1200 to 1600 A.D., Buddhism seems to have had a far greater influence
than the Confucian traditions. During this period, the Japanese de-
veloped several types of Buddhism, each of which became very im-
portant to the cultural development of Japan.
Amida Buddhism, a comparatively simple faith, was particularly
suited to the masses, since oneness with reality could be obtained
by means of repeating a simple prayer. Zen Buddhism, on the other
hand, was far more demanding. By this doctrine, ultimate truth was
grasped intuitively by means of meditation. Proper posture, correct
breathing, and concentration of one's thoughts-all were ways to
Nirvana. The familiar secular tea ceremony of present-day Japan
was originally a religious ceremony of Zen Buddhists. Nichiren Budd-
hism, the third principal type of Buddhism developed during this
period, emphasized loyalty to one's country. Each of the three
types of Buddhism won many followers, and each has its followers
in present-day Japan.
During the Tokugawa regime, Buddhism and Shinto had little
influence on the shaping of the positive law or the governmental
system of old Japan. Confucian ethics and the feudal tradition played
a much greater role than did Buddhism or Shinto in shaping the basic
norms which the positive law sought to effectuate. The importance
of Buddhism can be stated best negatively. The absence of any trans-
cendental reality promoted the development of a positive law which
was stated in terms other than in those of universals.9 In this way,
8 In present-day Japan, the two religions exist side by side, each having
a number of different sects. In many of the Buddhist sects, Shinto character-
istics are readily observable, and vice versa.
9 The converse of this was true in the West, where the Christian concept
of God supported the development of a positive law which was stated in terms
of ultimate truths.
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Buddhism never served as an impediment to the administration of
justice in the Confucian tradition.
i. Tokugawa Jurisprudence
A. Law as Custom
Unlike the European legal system which Japan adopted in the
late nineteenth century, the law of old Japan was primarily a case
law system. To the administrative system and the philosophy of
conciliation which they learned from China, the Japanese added the
use of legal precedent. Citations to prior precedent are commonly
found in the instructions which the higher feudal magistrates gave
their subordinates. On the other hand, the reports are concerned
only with facts, because of the conciliatory method used in the ulti-
mate disposition of cases. Legal precedent was used to bring the par-
ties to suitable compromise. Though odd to the Westerner who
thinks of law as society's machinery for the vindication of his "rights,"
this was the only system in keeping with a society whose values em-
phasized compassion for one's fellow man, rather than absolutes of
morality.
At the apex of the feudal legal hierarchy was the Hyojosho
("Chamber of Decisions"). This body, consisting of the three highest
magistrates, was convened from time to time under the direction
of one or more members of the governing body, the Council of
State. The Hyojosho acted as the highest appellate tribunal for ap-
peals from lesser magistrates. Normally, it simply applied the law,
but occasionally, it would issue prescriptive rules in order to resolve
conflicts among the lesser magistrates. A typical example is as fol-
lows:
Heretofore, when in instruments of debt taken by zato [a class name
for the three highest ranks of the blind] the rank of the creditor
whether first or second and the words "and fellow members" or "and
apprentices" have been written in, and a clause has been inserted
reciting that the money loaned is part of the "patent-fund," and at the
creditor's death the son, mother, wife, or other successor has petitioned
for payment, payment has sometimes been ordered, sometimes not, and
the decisions are at variance.
It is true that if in the instrument the creditor is named as one
person only (for example, "So-and-so," or "So-and-so, a Koto") and
there is no joining of others (such as "and fellow members," or "and
apprentices"), the claim may legally be transferred to an outsider,
and the latter may sue the debtor. But if the above terms are used,
the instrument implies that it is to be transferred to the apprentices
or the fellow members. Now, although the instrument may be
worked at the pleasure of the parties so as to pass on death to either
outsiders or other Zato ... the judgment should be as heretofore; but
where an outsider petitions as general successor, my opinion is that
we need not order payment.10
10 Wigmore, Legal Precedent No. 9 (1793), 20 TRAnSACTIONS Or 7 Asi-
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For the most part, the actual administration of the law remained
under the control of the lesser magistrates. Customarily, they re-
ceived instructions from their superiors by means of correspondence.
A typical example is as follows:
Question [by Negishi, Lord of Hizen]:
Where the late incumbent has left a debt but has been punished for
some reason and his succession extinguished, should the present in-
cumbent be made to undertake the payment of the debt?
Answer [by Wakizaki, Lord of Awaji]:
In regard to your letter, I will say that when the incumbent of a
Buddhist temple is punished and his succession is extinguished the
subsequent incumbent is to undertake the debt, if it is one attaching
to the temple itself. There is a precedent by which the successor was
ordered to pay, when the former incumbent had suffered punishment,
because the temple-seal had been used; so that in the case men-
tioned by you, if the instrument shows that the money was borrowed
for the needs of the temple, we think it is just to order the successor
to pay.11
Upon being advised of Wakizaki's letter, the successor undoubtedly
found some way to pay the debt, and still "save face" for himself
and the temple. The case reports occasionally indicate the manner
in which such an arrangement was worked out. Consider, for exam-
ple, the following report of a case that went to the Hyojosho, before
finally being settled:
The plaintiff, Jihei, of Numazu town, Shunshu, deputy's district
of Kobayashi Matazayemon, brought suit, alleging that his father
Dengobei had inherited the right to wear a crested livery, and the
right to use the shikinjo [a drug used for perfuming the breath]
trade-mark; that these, with the trade-name of the plaintiff were de-
posited in charge of Fukumoto Baiken, living at the shop of Sabei, in
Yokoyama town, 13 years ago, in the year of the Rat, the sum of 30
ryo being advanced as security-deposit, at a royalty of 1 bu per
month; that on account of Baiken's poverty the said livery and trade-
mark were given up by him and were afterwards deposited with
Gonnojo of the same place, upon the same agreement as before; and
the plaintiff demanded that as the royalty was now in arrears for 4
years, Gonnojo should pay the amount due or return the livery, trade-
mark, and trade-name. But Gonnojo answered that his arrearage of
interest had occurred in consequence of the unfavorable conditions of
the drug-trade, and that if this continued and no improvement oc-
curred, he would return the above articles and the trade-name. On
trial it appeared that the livery, trade-mark, and trade-name had in
fact been deposited with Gonnojo, and that the royalty was in ar-
rears. But as Gonnojo promised that he would return the livery,
trade-mark, and trade-name as stated above, he was merely re-
quired to make out an instrument to that effect, and no order was
made as to the royalty. An instrument signed by Jibei was [also
taken up and] placed in the official record chest. The complaint and
answer together were then sent for cancellation of the endorsing-
seals.12
A=rc SocIETY OF JAPAN [T.A.S.J.] 14 (1892) [hereinafter cited as WIGmOHE
MATEALs]. Most of the doctrines discussed in this article appear in these
materials.
11 Legal Precedent No. 8 (1798-1813), WIGMORE MATERIALS 13.
12 Legal Precedent No. 75 (1720), WIGMoRE EPaALs 291.
Thus, instead of a judgment having been entered for either plaintiff
or defendant, each side yielded with respect to his "rights." In this
instance, Jibei gave up his "right" to the arrearages in sympathy for
Gonnojo's loss of profits as a result of a downswing in the drug busi-
ness; while Gonnojo gave up his "right" to the present use of the
livery, trade-mark, and trade-name. By this procedure, each party
had shown his compassion for his fellow man.
The settlement of disputes in this manner prevented the develop-
ment of a system of jurisprudence wherein the rules of law were
invariably related to particular fact situations. On the other hand,
the pervasiveness of "law" during the Tokugawa regime is abundantly
apparent from the fact of peace and order for two hundred and fifty
years. Law was not something written in books to be researched by
lawyers. It was the collective memory of the people as to their cus-
toms. Since known to everyone, it was not necessary that it be
systematically recorded. Occasionally, the Hyojosho or the lesser
magistrates found it necessary to enunciate a "rule of law" during
the course of a particular controversy; but, since the dispute was
settled ultimately by conciliation with respect to the particular facts
in issue, there was little occasion for the magistrate to make a state-
ment with regard to the legal principles involved. Nevertheless,
customary law was well-known and was differentiated from "govern-
ment-made laws," the latter being thought to have little perma-
nence, as evidenced by the saying, "tenka-hatto, mikka hatto" (gov-
ernment-made laws are three-day laws).
In the words of one of the first Americans to visit Japan in the
late 19th century:
Instead of there being an ignorance of the laws and hence of in-
dividual rights, there was probably no country in the world where the
mass of the people, down to the smallest farmer in the possession of
a few square yards of land, were more familiar with their rights and
duties than in Japan. In fact, it will be seen that in a vast majority of
cases the people themselves, by means of a system of arbitration
which they were encouraged to employ instead of appealing to the
established courts, were the executors of their own rights.1 3
B. Codification of Criminal Law
Despite the greater importance of customary law, there was some
codification in the law of old Japan. This was confined largely to
criminal law and was not intended to be a statement of legal doc-
trines so much as it was to be an instruction to the magistrates with
regard to the methods of disposing of cases.
In 1232, Hojo Yasutoki drew up a code of judicature to serve as a
guide to his subordinates. The Ashikaga and Tokugawa rulers sub-
'3 Simmons & Wigmore, Land Tenure and Local Institutions, 19 T.A.S.J.
50 (1891).
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sequently used this earliest attempt at codification of indigenous
law14 as the basis for later formulations. It consisted of fifty-one sec-
tions, followed by an oath. The oath, signed by the members of the
Hyojosho, gives some interesting clues as to the Japanese attitude
toward the administration of justice:
[A] simple individual is liable to make mistakes through defect of
judgment, even when the mind is unbiased; and besides, is led, out
of prejudice or partiality, whilst intending to do right, to pronounce
a wrong judgment; or again, in cases where there is no clue, considers
that proof exists; or being cognizant of the facts and unwilling that
another's shortcomings should be exposed, refrains from pronouncing a
judgment one way or the other; so that intention and fact are in
disaccord and catastrophes afterwards ensue.
Therefore .... [i]f a mistake is made in the matter, it shall be
the error of the whole Council acting as one .... Like as if we were
one man shall we maintain judgment. 15
There was no concern with the proposition that the law must
expound universal verities. All that was necessary was that the mem-
bers of the Hyojosho be unanimous in their decision. A dissenting
opinion was unthinkable. The principal purpose of the code was to
provide a measure of uniformity, as well as unanimity, with respect
to the administration of criminal punishment. As indicated by the
interrogatory manner of statement, the members of the Hyojosho
might consider mitigating the seriousness of the punishment in a
particular case. Consider for example, the following:
§ 33.-Of robbing and theft; also of incendiaries.
For the two kinds of stealing [go to, robbing with violence,
and setto, thieving covertly], the punishment [death] is already
established by precedents. Can there be hesitation or reconsideration
on that point? 16
In the Tokugawa period, criminal law was the principal area of
law'to be subjected to codification. Private civil law continued as
customary law, with occasional statutes directed at specific problems.
IV. Substantive Law-Tokugawa Period
A. Constitutional Law
The constitutional law of the Tokugawa Sh~gunate was much
simpler than the elaborate development which occurred after West-
ernization. It was customary for the shiguns, at the beginning of
each regime, to re-enact the known 'laws," in much the same way as
14 Earlier codifications, such as the Taika Edict of 645, were verbatim
copies of Chinese doctrine, having little meaning for Japanese culture.
15 2 J. WiGmORE, PANORAM OF = WoRLD's LEGAL SYsTmws 478 (1928).
Dissents have become a familiar aspect of post-war Japanese jurisprudence.
Oppler, Courts and Law in Transition, 21 CONTEMPORARY JAPAN 19, 21 (1952).
16 The Edict of One Hundred Articles § 33, quoted in Hall, Japanese
Feudal Law: The Tocugawa Legislation, 41 T.A.S.J. 683 (1913).
did the consuls of ancient Rome. These laws were normally re-
enactments of the criminal law, but there were occasional references
to the problems and methods of administration.
The Law of the Imperial Court In Seventeen Articles, for exam-
ple, treated such subjects as the changes in the nengro, or year pe-
riods, the ceremonial dress of the Emperor and officials of his court,
promotions in court rank within the Imperial Household, penalties
for court officials who disobeyed orders and the appointment of the
Buddhist clergy in connection with the Imperial Household.
Of greater importance was the Law of the Court and the She-
gunate In Eighteen Articles. This statute treated of the relationship
between the Emperor and the Shigun. Article I provided: "If the
Emperor be assiduous in study, if the people are happy and the four
seas are tranquil, his sagacity and virtue are revealed. The Emperor's
duty is to guard the three sacred emblems."'1  In contrast with the
narrow scope of these duties, the second article gave the Shugun
unlimited authority. He was responsible for the defense of the Im-
perial Palace from "all noxious influences." 18 He was also respon-
sible for maintaining peace and defending the country from outside
enemies.1 9 The fourth article constituted a rationale for the extent of
his power:
In ancient times, the Emperor used to visit in state the shrines and
temples of Kumano. This was done to remedy the troubles of the
people. The form of government by Imperial Ministers has now
been changed, and a military rule established. If there be malad-
ministration in this respect, in the future, it will be the fault of the
Sh6gun. Therefore, the reigning Emperor, the previously cloistered
Emperor, and the newly cloistered Emperor ... shall not in future
make state progresses outside of their Palaces. 20
Often the actual power of government resided in the Council of
State. Except for Iyeyasu, his grandson, Iemitsu, and Yoshimune,
none of the Sh~guns were capable of establishing a system of one-man
rule. The real power of government remained in the hands of the
Toshiyori (Elders), and the Wakadoshiyori (Junior Elders), who were
selected from the feudal lords (daimyo). Together, they made up the
Council of State. The Tairo (Chief Minister) presided over their
deliberations, and was often the most powerful figure in a given ad-
ministration.2 ' After the Council of State, in the hierarchy, came a
17 The Law of the Court and the Shogunate, art. I, quoted in Gubbins,
Some Features of Tokugawa Admiinistration, 50 T.A.S.J. 59, 67 (1922).
18 Id. art. III.
19 Id.
20 Id. art. IV.
21 One of the most famous Tairos of the later days of the Shogunate was
Lord Ii, who was chiefly responsible for the negotiations of the Shogunate with
Mr. Townsend Harris, the first ambassador from the United States to Japan.
Unfortunately, Ii did not always have the full support of his government. The
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large number of official posts, such as the Town, Temple and Finance
Magistrates. These three officials, together with one representative
from the Council, made up the Hyojosho (Chamber of Decisions).
The Shgu.'s Resident in Kyoto and the Governor of Osaka were
also important officials, as was the head of the secret police.
In sum, constitutional law under the Tokugawas reached a stage
of development roughly equivalent to the curia regis of 12th century
England. At the top of the feudal hierarchy was the Emperor, who
reigned but did not rule. The power of government was in the hands
of the chief military lord, or shigun, assisted by the Council of State.
The latter body often held the actual reins of government, particu-
larly if the Sh~gu was a weak ruler. Administration of the central
government was carried out by a large number of professional
bureaucrats.
In the provinces, the local daimyos ruled over their respective
feuds, subject to the orders of the central government. An elaborate
secret police system insured obedience to such orders. By requiring
his vassals to make the long and expensive trip to Edo in alternate
years, the Sh~gun kept them sufficiently impoverished to prevent
their being a threat to the central government.
The legal function of the central government was segregated
from the administration through the Hyojosho. This body had both
prescribing and applying functions. No such segregation existed at
the provincial level, where the local magistrate applied customary
law to settle disputes.
B. Criminal Law
It was in the field of the criminal law that Tokugawa jurispru-
dence had its greatest development. Starting with a completely
hierarchical feudal structure, it was not too difficult for the regime to
build a police state in which the conduct of every member of the
society was controlled in every phase of human activity. For ex-
ample, the individual was not permitted to move from one class to
another; he was required to wear certain clothes in accordance with
his status; his occupation was carefully regulated; and he could not
travel without special permission.
In view of the pervasiveness of these rigid social controls, en-
forced by an elaborate police system, it is not surprising that the
distinction between legislative, executive, and judicial functions was
unknown to the law. The Tokugawa official simply pronounced
the "law" after making a study of (in the order of their importance):
story of his eventual assassination has served as a basis for the modern Japan-
ese play, "The Death of Ii Tairo."
(1) the particulars of the case; (2) any similar situations (we would
say, "judicial precedents"); and (3) any statements of general rules
(i.e., "legislation") that might be in point. The magistrate would thus
dispose of the case in a manner quite the opposite of Western law.
In another regard, Tokugawa law differed greatly from West-
ern concepts. What we would consider to be legislation (i.e., state-
ments of general rules) was actually a collection of rules directed to
the magistrates for their guidance in the handling of cases. The idea
that this type of law was something of which the governed should be
aware was foreign to the concepts of feudal Japan.22 Only the ruler
was capable of comprehending the doctrines of the law and applying
them to particular cases. The ruled unquestioningly accepted the deci-
sion of the ruler since the latter was working for the best interests of
all. Accordingly, it was hardly necessary that there be a trial for
the determination of guilt. The sole problem would be the finding of
the proper method of punishment.
23
During the Tokugawa regime, the custom developed for each
shigun, at the beginning of each new regime, to re-enact all prior
law.24 Law, it was explained, was the foundation of all propriety,
22 The Tokugawa Code of 1790, for example, contains the following warn-
ing: "Not to be seen by any but the officials concerned." Good government
is obtained by good governors; it is they, and not the governed, who should
know the law. Consider, the following quotation from Confucious which
makes up the last article of the Code of 1615: "The way to govern the country
is to secure the proper men; if there be capable men in office, the country is
sure to flourish; if there be not capable men in office, it will go to ruin."
23 For a Western observer's description of the handling of cases in the
criminal courts in Japan during the latter part of the nineteenth century, see
Arnold, Japanese Justice, 3 GnEEN BAG 545 (1891).
24 Although the Tokugawas developed "legislation" to a higher degree
than earlier Japanese rulers, theirs were not the first attempts to state law
in the form of the general rules. As indicated above, the earliest piece of
legislation known to Japan consisted of the Seventeen Articles of Prince
Shotoku promulgated in the seventh century. This document, along with the
land reform edict of the same era, was so completely copied from the Chinese
model that we may wonder whether it might be considered indigenous law at
all.
By 1232, however, after several centuries of development wholly inde-
pendent of China, the Hojo Code of Judicature was issued, and this document
quite clearly reflects the indigenous Japanese feudal law. The Code consists
of fifty-one sections and is a mixture of land law, criminal law, court pro-
cedure, etc. See Hall, The Hojo Code of Judicature, 34 T.A.S.J. 11 (1906).
Approximately one hundred years after the Hojo Code, the Ashikaga
Sh6guns promulgated another code which became equally famous as one of
the early statements of indigenous Japanese law. This was a very short docu-
ment of only seventeen articles. Each of the articles is stated in an imperative
form, and then is followed by a series of rhetorical questions pointing out the
abuses the Code seeks to prevent. An introduction explains that the purpose
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and must be respected, "since law might prevail over reason, but rea-
son cannot be allowed to trimph over law."25 In the latter part of the
17th century an attempt was made to codify all of the "common law"
as it existed at that time. These "supplementary laws" (i.e., in
addition to those regularly issued) contained the legal doctrines for
military service, economy, executions, associations, succession and
adoption. They fell into disuse, largely because the magistrates re-
lied on precedents, rather than on general rules, in their disposition
of civil cases.
In the criminal law, however, codification remained important
and was the principal source of doctrine. The Edict In One Hundred
Articles was compiled for the use of the magistrates in 1742 by the
order of the then reigning eighth Tokugawa Shgun, Yoshimune.
It was a conglomerate of substantive and procedural provisions,
without any attempt made to distinguish what we would call civil and
criminal law. Most of the code, however, was concerned with crimi-
nal doctrine, and was written in a manner not wholly unlike a modern
criminal code. Some of the crimes for which punishment was pre-
scribed were: (1) forgery, (2) harboring runaway servants, (3) aban-
donment of infants, (4) adultery, (5) gambling, thimble-rigging, and
the holding of lotteries, (6) theft, (7) receiving or buying stolen
goods, (8) kidnapping, (9) blackmailing and extortion, (10) arson,
and (11) killing and wounding.26
Punishment for these crimes under Tokugawa law ranged from
varying degrees of deportation and banishment to varying degrees of
capital punishment. For example, decapitation was the most lenient
form of capital punishment. This could be increased in severity by a
sentence of gibbeting, or exposure of the head in public. Still more
severe were (1) crucifixion, (2) burning at the stake, and (3) "pull-
ing at the saw" prior to crucifixion.
In the latter form of capital punishment, the "criminal was led
around through the streets for a whole day; then a sword-cut was
made on each of his shoulders; the blood therefrom was smeared on
two bamboo saws, which were placed on either side of him on the
pillory. In this plight the criminal was exposed in the pillory for two
days, and anyone [might] insert a saw in the wound and saw as much
as he liked."27 After being so exposed, the criminal was then cruci-
fied. Punishments were administered by members of the eta or
of the Code is simply to point out the major problems of the day, and that it
is not intended to be a catalogue of all the law of the country. Hall, The
Ashilaga Code, 36 T.A.S.J. 11 (1908).
25 TOxiGAwA MASAZIRO, Hmn Hox TEN 22, 56 (Tokyo 1964).
26 Nmm Koni HoTEm 831-986 (Tokyo 1903).
27 Hall, Japanese Feudal Laws, 41 T.A.S.J. 804 (1913).
"non-human" class. Their most famous chief, Danzayemon, promul-
gated elaborate rules for the carrying out of punishments, in a form
which we might think of as "administrative law."
From the standpoint of social control, far more important than
the codification of crimes and punishments of the central government
was the actual control exerted over the populace by local institutions,
which were guided almost entirely by customary law. The provin-
cial deputy of the Sh~gun (daikan), or the local feudal lord (daimyo)
in the independent provinces, administered justice in accordance
with the Confucian precept, "make the people obey, never make them
know." (Tami wo shite yorashimu beshi shirashimu bekarazu.)28
Each village (mura), consisting of approximately fifty families, was
subdivided into groups of five families (gonin-gumi). Originally,
these five-family groups were organized, following a Chinese model,
as a method of collecting taxes by making all the members of the
group jointly liable for the debts of any one of the number. That the
groups actually "legislated" for purposes of controlling the conduct of
their own members is clear from the specimens of regulations for
different five-family groups which have survived to the present time.
20
Some of these instruments indicate many duties on the part of
each of the five-member families. In the words of one observer:
Many duties devolved upon the "group" and its units. No
householder might give lodging to travellers without notifying the
"group" to which he belonged; nor might he himself move temporarily
tor another village before similar notice had been given. In the case
of certain offences against good order or public morality, the whole
group was penalised in common with an offending member, and
sometimes this method of vicarious punishment received wider appli-
cation, as when any one attempted to charge more than the lawful
price for a pack-horse, or to discount Government money, or to circu-
late forbidden coins, or to consent, as master or owner of a ship, to
carry a person of suspicious character, or as a barrier-guard, to
suffer a wounded man to pass without a permit-in these and many
other instances not only those directly culpable, but also the headman
and all the inhabitants of the district became liable to fine. Again, if
a man wandered about neglectful of his duties and wearing costly
garments, the members of his "group" must report the case to the
authorities. Should they fail to do so, and should the idler's punish-
ment result from information otherwise furnished, not only the
members of his group and the elders of his street were subject to a
penalty, but also the offender's kinsmen. As to active participation in
public duties, young and robust citizens of Yedo had to serve by
turn as town-guards, who, being posted in buildings at cross streets,
sent out patrols every hour during the night and received periodical
visits of inspection from a street committee. The people were further
ordered to form combinations for the purpose of checking illegal acts,
and were enjoined to send to the magistrates monthly reports as to
the state of affairs in the district. If anyone apprehended that by
28 8 CONFUCIAN PRECEPTS 211 (J. Legge transl., Hong Kong 1958).
29 See, e.g., specimens collected by Simmons & Wigmore, supra note 13, at
177-210.
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giving information of an evil act he might incur the vengeance of the
malefactors,-a fear that protected many law breakers against ex-
posure,-he was advised to communicate in writing with the authori-
ties, who guaranteed his immunity from evil consequences.30
At the head of each group was an elder (kumi-oya) who served
as the group's leader, and another member (gocho) who was in charge
of its seal. In addition, the watch-chief (ban-gashira) spied on the
members of the group, and reported any infractions to the headman
of the village (nanushi). Upon the report of a crime, the headman
would make a preliminary investigation, and if action was necessary,
take the accused before the local magistrate for trial. The trial con-
sisted simply of taking the confession of the accused in writing. The
confession was obtained by putting the accused, if necessary, through
the four stages of torture known to Tokugawa criminal law: (1)
"scourging" (being beaten with a very heavy rope); (2) "hugging the
stone" (having five slabs of granite laid upon the prisoner); (3) "the
lobster" (being tied up in the shape of a ball); and (4) "suspension"
(being hoisted up with a rope attached to the arms pinioned and
tied behind the back).
Such was the criminal law of the Tokugawa period. It operated
largely without any participation upon the part of the central gov-
ernment, or even the local magistrates. Occasionally, matters would
be brought before the magistrate, who would hear the confession of
the accused and sentence him in accordance with the punishments out-
lined in the Edict In One Hundred Articles. So long as the magis-
trate succeeded in disposing of the cases that came before him without
undue delay, however, the central government was rarely concerned.
The true importance of criminal law to the Tokugawas was that it
was one of the vehicles through which the feudal tradition could
be maintained.
The contrast between the criminal law standards of the West
and of Tokugawa Japan prompted the former to seek rights of extra-
territoriality when Japan's door was opened in the middle of the 19th
century. After such rights had been obtained, Japan Westernized its
criminal law, and during the 1890's concluded a series of treaties abol-
ishing the doctrine of extraterritoriality.
C. Property Law
The land law of feudal Japan presents such a striking parallel to
developments in medieval England that one is tempted to make com-
parisons. As in England, there were several kinds of tenure: im-
perial lands (chokushiden), granted-land (shiden; i.e., granted to
members of the imperial house and other high personages), temple
30 4 F. BRnn=Y, JAPAN: ITs HISTORY, ARTS AND LITERATuRE 92 (1904).
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land (jiden), and allotment land (kubunden; i.e., allotted to farmers
for the cultivation of rice). Superimposed on these tenures, which had
been derived from seventh century China,3 ' were the sho, or private
landed estates. These developed during the 8th to 11th centuries, as
a result of increases in the quantity of land under cultivation.
The rising warrior class gained control, and ultimately ownership, of
the sho. By the system of commendation, the warriors (bushi)
farmed out acreages to farmers, 32 guaranteeing the latter military
protection in exchange for a portion of the proceeds from the culti-
vation of the land. Thus, as in Europe, feudalism grew up as a
method of social control which would protect a society in constant
precarium.3 3 Similarly, however, the entire system of Japanese feu-
dalism crumbled during the Tokagawa regime in the 16th cen-
tury, under the pressures of the development of a money economy, as
well as politics at home and abroad.
In the early days of feudalism in Japan, as in Europe, land
tenure was apparently contractual. In time, however, the right of
the eldest son to continue holding the land under the landlord be-
came customary, and as in England, succession by primogeniture be-
came the law of the land. The fief was capable of subinfeudation,
but could not be alienated.34
31 By the Taika Edict of .645, Japanese land-holding was made to conform
to the system prevalent in China under the T'ang dynasty. See The Great Re-
form of 645, in 1 J. MuJDOCH, A HISTORY OF JAPAN 142 (1925)..
32 Throughout this period, there was almost constant civil war among the
various clans for control over the land, and in addition, when the clans were
not fighting each other, they kept busy with the Ainu, the indigenous primitive
people of the islands of Japan, until they succeeded in driving them north-
ward into the island of Hokkaido. For a scholarly discussion of the origins of
feudal tenure, see Asakawa, The Origin of Feudal Land Tenure in Japan, 20
AM. HIST. REV. 1 (1914).
33 A completely square or rectangular plot of land is a rare sight in Japan
today. Moreover, in cities, buildings are placed on lots so as to face the south,
and thereby get the maximum amount of sunlight. As a result, a straight
street is as rare as a regular plot of land. In Kyoto and Nara, however, there
are some early examples of city planning, which go back to the seventh and
eighth centuries.
34 Throughout the Tokugawa regime, there was almost a continual stream
of legislation designed to prevent alienation of land. Some of these enact-
ments are as follows: "No one may own more than.five -kammon worth of
land, unless he can prove that he owned it, before the passage of the law
against alienation." II Gembun (1737).
"Alienation of land is prohibited, except in the following cases, after in-
vestigation: (1) Where a man wishes to establish his younger brother as a
farmer [this would commonly be only by way of subinfeudation]; (2) where
a man has received a great deal of sanden [Land that has become vacant
due to death, removal, or flight of the cultivator] and is unable to cultivate
it all himself; (3) where a man's laborers have left him and he is unable to
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With the development of a money economy in the 18th and 19th
centuries, land became fully alienable through the device of the mort-
gage. Although there were variances in the different provinces, two
theories of mortgage are recognizable. By one, the mortgagor passed
the "title" to the property to the mortgagee, but remained in posses-
cultivate his land; in such a case the feudal official will examine the reasons
for their leaving, and if it proves to have been by his own will and not through
the inducements of others, the alienation will not be permitted; (4) where a
man wishes to divide his residence-land into 2 or 4 parts and assign one or
more to some relative who is to live there. Except for extraordinary reasons,
no one may alienate his land other than as above." XII Kansei 1 (1800).
"The regulations in regard to the alienation of land have recently been
administered with much laxity, and hereafter they are to be strictly observed,
the district-magistrate and the deputies and other officers examining the rea-
sons carefully before permission is granted. Those who are entitled to alienate
may alienate individual plots, but not an area measured by so and so many
feet." Ill Bunka 10 (1806).
"When a mortgagor is unable to redeem, he may alienate his land to the
creditor, retaining the portion not needed to satisfy the debt. But this will
be permitted for the next two years only; and after that only in case of extra-
ordinary need, to be determined by investigation." III Bunka (1806).
"The regulations as to alienation have resulted in much land lying waste,
since the poor are unable to cultivate them, owing to their lack of resources,
and cannot sell them. The deputies, district-magistrates, inspectors, and head-
men are to make an examination of these lands, and if it is really impossible
for the owner to cultivate them, he may be allowed to sell or mortgage them.
But great caution must be exercised in giving such permission, for it is easy
to be deceived in such matters, and if such deceit comes to be practiced with
impunity, transfers will increase, and finally the rich will become owners of
all the lands. Moreover, under no condition is an alienation by measurement
to be permitted." VI Bunka (1809).
"There has been and still is much land transferred by way of mortgage
and private gift. The reason is to be found in the poor condition of the people,
and especially in the famines of 5 and 2 years ago, when the droughts deprived
people of their subsistence and they were obliged to choose between violating
the law and dying of hunger. They naturally chose the former, and raised
money by mortgaging or selling their property; so that being completely in
the power of the rich, the latter made very severe terms, and will reap great
profits if we now give our consent to the alienations thus made. The officials
are therefore to investigate into this condition of the land under their jurisdic-
tion, and as it is desirable to avoid permitting alienation if possible, to see that
the debtors contrive in some way to redeem their land, and where there are
a number of claims against the same land, to rewrite the various debts so that
the debtor will be able to pay. Unless we take some such measures, land-pro-
prietorship will be in the greatest confusion, and it will be difficult to impose
and collect the labor-services in the proper manner. At the present time, the
poor are the nominal owners and the rich are the real owners, and thus, as the
taxes are assessed on the nominal owners, the rich escape the burden, and as
the poor are unable to bear it, there is much delay and default in payment,
and the feudal officials are embarrassed. For five years from now alienation
will be permitted as above." IX Temp 3 (1838).
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sion.$5 By the other, the mortgagor gave up what we would con-
sider a lien. Either of these two forms might be used, as the parties
desired. There was no time limit as to the term, so that the mortgage
sometimes became perpetual, or at least lasted for a lifetime.
Article 31 of the Edict In One Hundred Articles collects the mort-
gage law. Portions of this article provide for the taking of title by the
mortgagee in the event of default by the mortgagor after a term of
years. The mortgagor was given an opportunity to redeem for a
period of two months after the end of the term. In the later days
of the Tokugawa regime, the rising merchant class succeeded in taking
over the property of thousands of small farmers by way of the mort-
gage.3 6 In some instances, they succeeded in capturing power from
the warrior class. In still other situations, they worked closely with
the old feudal landholding class to maintain their power over a par-
ticular area.37
Land was divided according to its use into seven categories: (1)
ta (fields; i.e., cultivated rice-lands); (2) hata (arable uplands); (3)
hara (grass land or meadow); (4) takuchi (for purposes of building);
(5) hayashi or mori (woods or forest); (6) sanrin (mountain land);
(7) shinden (reclaimed land). Some of these, such as woodlands and
meadows, were not available for private use, but had to be made
available to everyone. 38
The division and use of land was determined by government
surveyors in the event of a dispute. Article 11 of the Edict provided
that in the event of a dispute, the plans of both parties should be pro-
duced, and compared with the government map of the province. A
survey would be ordered "only in very complicated cases."
As previously indicated,39 feudal Japanese society, following the
Confucian pattern, purported to be organized into four principal
35 Simmons & Wigmore, supra note 13, at 88.
36 For an excellent description of how a merchant family gradually in-
creased its power over surrounding farmers during the feudal period, see Eyre,
The Changing Role of the Former Japanese Landlord, 31 LAND EcoN. 35 (1955).
"The Homma [clan] also made use of their administrative and financial power
to accumulate tenant properties by various means. Cultivated land was pur-
chased from impoverished farmers, or, more commonly, was seized for non-
payment of loans made during depressed times .... With all land transac-
tions forbidden by feudal law, the Homma's free hand in land acquisition and
manipulation was eloquent proof of the transfer of economic reins from feudal
lord to merchant." Id. at 38-39.
37 In what is now Yamagata prefecture, for example, the Homma worked
closely with the Sakai, the ruling feudal lords. The Sakai were forced into
cooperation with the Homma in order to get the necessary loans for their own
operations. Id. at 38.
38 Simmons & Wigmore, supra note 13, at 77.
39 See text accompanying note 5 supra.
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classes: warriors, farmers, artisans, and merchants. Actually, how-
ever, there were many categories of farmers, depending upon their
particular method of land-holding. At the top of the hierarchy were
a group of gentleman farmers (goshi), farmers who were also war-
riors (gozamurai), and large landowners who rented out their lands to
others (takamochi). Below these groups were what might be con-
sidered a "middle class" of farmers, made up of those who were born
within the mura and cultivated their own land (neoi hyakusho; liter-
ally, "root-born farmers"), those who had successfully reclaimed
their own land (kuwasake; literally, the "grass-dividers"), and those
who lived in one mura, but owned land in another (koshisaku). At
the bottom of the farmers' social scale were three additional groups:
(1) the kosaku, who rented from the takamochi; (2) the jisharya hya-
kusho, who farmed the temple lands; and (3) the misunomi-hya-
kusho, who hired themselves out as farm hands.
Since the vast part of Japanese feudal land law was customary,
and conciliation and arbitration tended to eliminate all litigation, it
is almost impossible to say what the "law" was at the time. Custom,
rather than law, was a far more important instrument of social con-
trol.
We think of government as a kind of instrument or machine for
making laws, and when they are made, as charging itself with their
enforcement. In fact not an inconsiderable portion of society in the
West regards the law as its enemy. In old Japan society was a law to
itself. Its civil rules went out and up from the people instead of
down and upon them. Customs matured by centuries of growth and
experience took the place of written codes of laws (except in the case
of criminal laws) and a system of arbitration took the place of courts,judges, lawyers.40
Customs with respect to land-holding varied greatly from one
province to another, although there was some general uniformity.
In nearly all provinces, the headman of each mura kept a record of
ownership of all land by families within the mura. Responsibility for
various incidents of ownership was allocated among land-owners.
Within a particular village, for example, houses on the west or south
of a drain were responsible for its cleaning, while those on the east
and north of a boundary fence were responsible for keeping the fence
in repair.
When new buildings were constructed, the new owner could not
have any windows overlooking his neighbor, unless he paid the latter
"window-opening money." He was also required to pay "shade-
money" to any of his neighbors in the event that the trees on his
property grew higher than his neighbors' buildings. He could not
build his home so that it would obstruct his neighbors' sunlight,
unless he properly compensated the neighbor. If the landowner's
40 Simmons & Wigmore, supra note 13, at 49.
plot did not front on the street, he was entitled to a right of egress
over his neighbor's land to reach the street. Similarly, he might
pass over another's land in order to reach a well which was shared
by the community. Like the land law of feudal England, the land
law of feudal Japan was adequate to meet the problems of intensive
agriculture in a society with a static population. The elaborate doc-
trines with respect to tenure, division of land, land use, and categories
of land owners arose from a society completely feudal in its orienta-
tion. Toward the end of the feudal period, however, the entire
structure collapsed with the development of a money economy. The
mortgage was the means whereby the rising merchant class circum-
vented the feudal concept of the inalienability of land. In this man-
ner, the feudal doctrines based on status were ultimately supplanted
by contractual concepts.
D. Commercial Law
As a result of the Tokugawa policy of seclusion, Japan underwent
its own Commercial Revolution, even though it failed to experience
an Industrial Revolution until after Westernization in the late 19th
century. Commercial developments in Tokugawa Japan paralleled
similar developments in 17th and 18th century Europe. Tokugawa
law developed a rich body of customary law in the fields of negotiable
instruments and business associations.
As in the agricultural world, the development of commerce cen-
tered around the family unit. It was (and still is) customary for
the founder of the "House" (kumi) to turn over the business to the
eldest son when the founder reached 60 or 65 years of age. If the
business was particularly successful, a father or elder brother might
establish a "branch House" (bek-ke) or "new House" (shin-ya)
through another son or younger brother.
The rise of the House of Mitsui during the Tokugawa period is
perhaps the best illustration of the importance of the family in the
commercial organization of old Japan. In the words of the official
history of the Mitsui Bank:
A system, by no means singular in old Japan, was established by
the founder of the Mitsui Exchange House. He provided that each of
his exchange houses should have a member of the Mitsui family at
its head, and that he in turn should be succeeded by a member of the
Mitsui family. Thus the firm or branch name in each locality became
permanent and hereditary and the respective heads of the houses
must always be known by the same title. The hereditary chief of the
Kyoto house was Saburosuke Mitsui, that of the Edo house, Jiroye-
mon Mitsui, and of the Osaka house, Gennosuke Mitsui. Each of
these Mitsuis officially represented and signed for their respective
houses.41
41 THE IsTUI BANK, A BRniE HISTORY 4-5 (Tokyo 1926).
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In 1722, Sochiku Mitsui, the second head of the principal Mitsui
family, left a will in which he provided that the House should be
composed of nine Mitsui families, including one senior family, five
member families, and three associate families. By 1900, when the
House redrafted its Constitution, it still consisted of these nine, plus
two additional families.
Within the commercial organization of the House, employees were
divided into apprentices (hannin or "half-men" from age 15 to 19),
clerks (tedai) and chief clerks (banto). In larger organizations, where
there were several banto, a general manager (shihai-nin) would
commonly be responsible for all of the affairs of the House. While
the general manager and those under him normally were not related
to the House, their loyalty remained unquestioned, in the same way
that a farmer remained loyal to his local lord. The eldest son of the
ruling family commonly worked his way up through the hannin,
tedai, and banto ranks until ready to take over the reins from his
father. The interest of various members of the family in the assets of
the House were represented by "shares" (kabu). At a later time,
it was a simple matter to equate these kabu with the shares of the
Western corporate law.
Cross-cutting the organization of the Houses based on family
units were the guilds which organized most conceivable lines of en-
deavor. For example, there were guilds for bathhouse keepers,
stone-cutters, hairdressers, masons, lawyers, wine merchants, money
changers, dyers, pottery makers, and lacquer ware makers. The guilds
set standards, controlled the admission of members, and generally
monopolized their respective trades. In 1841-42, the Shogunate gov-
ernment abolished the guilds, as a method of counteracting what was
thought to be the evil of monopoly; but by 1851, the authorities had
conceded that the abolition measure was a failure, and the guilds were
re-established. These same guilds exist today in their modern form,
the "trade association."
Throughout their long history, the guilds developed a legal sys-
tem that was peculiarly their own.
In some cases the kumi[42 ] (i.e. guild) was organized voluntarily
by merchants engaged in the same line of business, and in others the[government] directed the organization of kumiai[43 ] with a view of
maintaining order and discipline within a particular trade. The ?umi
paid a sort of tax or contribution known as myoga or unjo to the
government and in return was invested with a monopolistic privilege
to engage in a particular trade. The members of such trade associa-
tion each had a klabu or share, which was transferrable. They were
42 This term, originally meaning "group," eventually supplanted the ear-
lier term, za.
43 This term has an original meaning of "group association." Today, how-
ever, it is used to refer to an unincorporated association.
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governed by a sort of automatic law called nakama-shiho. Officers
elected from among the members of the association, some for a year
and some for a month, administered the ordinary affairs of the as-
sociation, while important matters were often decided at a general
meeting of the members. Members who contravened the nakcama-shi-
ho were often visited with the penalty of the forfeiture of their
shares, and sometimes were liable to criminal punishment.44
At the base of the commercial development of Japan during
this period was the rice economy. A large portion (often as much
as forty or fifty percent) of the rice grown by the individual farmer
was turned over to the Shogunate government or local feudal lord.
This rice had to be stored, transported, and marketed. It became
the principal commodity of exchange and constituted the first
"money." A feudal lord sold his rice to the local merchant to obtain
the necessary funds to maintain his entourage and support him on
his trip to Edo every other year.
As the money economy developed in the latter days of the feudal
period, a variety of different commercial instruments, analogous to
those used contemporaneously in Europe, came into use. Warehouse
receipts, checks, bills of exchange, bills of lading, certified checks,
deposit notes-all were as familiar to the merchants of Asakusa as to
the merchants of Lombard Street. At the rice exchanges, trading was
done in "futures" (nobe-uri) as well as in existing supplies. These
exchanges became the basis for the commodity and security exchanges
of present day Japan.
At the same time, the money changers laid the foundations for
Japan's present banking system. While the government had not yet
learned the procedure of issuing paper money, and the official medium
of exchange was a variety of different coins, the money changers
made available a number of devices which served as a substitute
for currency. One of the more interesting was the "wrapped money"
of the Mitsui House. Theoretically this consisted of gold or silver
wrapped in paper and sealed, with the amount and the signature of
the head of the House printed on the face of the parcel. Confidence
in the Mitsui House was so great that the money would not be ac-
cepted if the seal were broken. Accordingly, no one had occasion to
remove the wrapping to find out if gold or silver was in fact present.
Even more significant than the money issued for coin, however,
was the elaborate system of commercial paper developed by the
money changers. Such instruments were enforceable by summary ac-
tions, and a judgment gave the creditor a right or priority. The
furi-dashi-tegata ("draw-send-note"), for example, was commonly
used by merchants to settle accounts among themselves.
44 League of Nations Association of Japan, Historical Introduction to
COMMERCIAL CODE OF JAPAN at xv (1931).
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Thus, if A and B dealt with the same money changer, A would
draw such a letter on X, and X would pay B. If, however, A and B
used different money changers (e.g., X and Y), A would draw on X
and send the note to B, who would deposit it with Y, and X and Y
would settle their accounts by honoring each other's notes. If X
and Y had no such mutual arrangements, they might call on one of
the large money changers such as the Mitsui House, or the Junin
("ten-men") House to serve as a clearing house. Should Y wish to
protect himself, he might obtain a certification from X that A had the
necessary funds deposited with him. This was done by Y's taking a
"guaranty-book" (hiki-awase-cho) to X for signature. If X signed the
guaranty book, Y would be fully protected; if X failed to sign, the
draft was returned by Y to B.
The deposit-note (azukari-tegata) was particularly important, in
that it came to be a convenient substitute for coin, and its precursor,
wrapped money. Issued by one of the money-changers, the deposit-
note customarily stated the amount involved, and a promise to the
effect that "we promise to pay the above amount in silver [or gold]
in exchange for this document." It was dated and signed by the
House issuing the note. These deposit-notes passed from hand to
hand without endorsement, and were no different, in principle, from
our modern Federal Reserve notes. The amount of the issue outstand-
ing at any one time was controlled by the money-changers guild in
much the same way that the Federal Reserve System controls the
amount of currency in circulation in the United States today. In the
event that one of the Houses should be unable to make payment on its
notes when presented, the guild members would pool their resources
to prevent a failure.
While not used to the same extent as checks and deposit-notes,
there were also two types of promissory notes (yakusoku tegata).
One was a promise by the debtor to pay as of a certain date, usually
at the end of the month. The other was an order to the bank to pay
at a later time named (much like a post-dated check). The silk-
broker might give such a note to a cloth-seller, who in turn might
pass it on to the spinners and dyers, and so on. It thus developed
that within an infant industry, commercial paper became as common
in feudal Japan as in our own Western culture.
A portion of the commercial law was codified. The elaborate
rules of the guilds, providing for methods settling disputes among
members and punishment for infractions of house rules, were effec-
tive instruments of social control. The Council of State also promul-
gated occasional "statutes" directed toward particular economic prob-
lems. 45 But the customs of the people with regard to business sit-
45 One of the best examples was the lengthy (37 articles) reform amend-
uations constituted the bulk of the commercial law. Although these
customs appear frequently in the reports, the particularity with
which each case was treated makes it difficult to find a connecting
thread of "common law."
The hierarchical guild system, the well-developed use of commer-
cial paper, and an efficient method of marketing the country's basic
commodity, rice-all contributed to make a stable, though static,
economy. On the other hand, the absence of overseas trade, the in-
stability of the currency, and the government's attempt to force a
changing economy into an outmoded theoretical construction (the
shi-no-ko-sho system) prevented the development of a truly healthy
economy. Ultimately, the pressures from without combined with
internal economic maladjustment to bring about the downfall of the
Tokugawa economy. But despite its superficial collapse, feudal social
and economic concepts which were peculiarly Japanese played an
important part in the construction of the new economy which brought
the Industrial Revolution to Japan in the late nineteenth century.
As a result, the Western concept of a "free economy" never became a
reality in Japan.
E. Family Law
The Japanese family system was an inherent and important part
of the feudal law of the Tokugawa period. Many of the doctrines
developed in this area were carried over into the Civil Code even
after Westernization. To some extent, the doctrines have been modi-
fied by Occupation influences since World War II, but the feudal
tradition within the family remains.
Actually, the family in Japan operates on two different levels.
There is the "family" in the Western sense, consisting of the father,
mother, and children, and one or more of the grandparents, who
live together in the same house. In addition, there is the "family"
that consists of uncles, aunts, cousins, etc., whom we would think of
as "relatives." Under feudal law, both of these groupings had a
"head of the house" who was the only person recognized at law for
purposes of family matters. He had complete authority over every
member of the family, including the right to consent to a member's
marriage or divorce, to fix his place of residence, to adopt a new mem-
ber, or to dissolve any adoption which he deemed unsatisfactory.
With these rights went the corresponding duties of supporting any
indigent member of the family and acting as guardian and insurer
for the debts of any member.
ing the procedure for the disposition of actions on money loans enacted in 1843.
Legal Precedent No. 28 (1843), WIGMORE MATERALS 69.
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While the area in which the head of the immediate family op-
erated was much smaller than that of the principal head, the former,
of course, had the greater immediate responsibility for supervising his
own family, and was under a duty to keep the head of the larger
family grouping (usually his elder brother) advised of the status of
affairs with respect to those matters for which he was held respon-
sible. The family council, consisting of the heads of the smaller fami-
lies, regulated the affairs of the larger grouping, often serving the
same function as a court of law in the settlement of disputes within
the family. Approval of a particular adoption, or the protection of
a minor where his interests were found to be in conflict with those of
his parents-all these were proper subjects for review by the family
council. In commercial matters, the council reigned supreme, with
the head of the House commonly designating the modus operandi for
the entire unit.
Bankruptcy was unknown in Tokugawa law, simply because all
the members of the larger family grouping would pool their resources
to prevent any one member from having to bear the loss. Gubbins
gives the following as a statement of the doctrine for the sharing of
losses in maritime cases:
When a ship is lost, if the owner alone bears the loss, his whole
estate is gone and his family is ruined. Hence, as such a disaster may
in the course of time fall to the lot of any family, it is for the interest
of each and all to unite and share the risks.46
Where the laws of biology might otherwise create gaps in the
family system, the Japanese used other devices to insure the continu-
ity of the family. A father who had no heir might adopt a child. Or,
if he had a daughter but no son, he might seek out a "son-in-law"
who will marry into the family, take his wife's name, and become the
legal heir to her father. But the subordination of the bridegroom to
his wife's family prompted the Japanese to say: "So long as you have
three grains of rice, don't become a son-in-law."
47
The widespread use of adoption, and the careful arrangement of
marriages, gave the society a remarkable stability. It is interesting
to note that the sole dynasty of emperors of Japan has been made
possible only by means of the adoption system. The problem of suc-
cession to the throne (even in Tokugawa times, when the Emperor
had de jure, but not de 'facto power) was settled by the Hyojosho
in the same way that the family council settled problems of suc-
cession to the property of the house. A prominent family, seeking to
adopt a'son to take over the family name and property would be
careful to see that only the most qualified person would be so hon-
ored.
46 Gubbins, Private Law of Old Japan, 50 T.A.S.J. 49 (1891).
47 FUJII OTOO, KOTOWAZA DAI JnImN (Tokyo 1910).
Closely interwoven with the doctrines of family law was the feu-
dal law of succession. The rule of primogeniture ensured that the
family's property would be kept intact as it passed from one genera-
tion to the next. The eldest son not only acquired his father's prop-
erty, but also assumed the responsibilities of the head of the house
when his father reached sixty or sixty-five. It should be remembered
that the heads of every five houses were bound together for politi-
cal purposes, in the gonim-gumi.48 Effective police control over every
member of every family could thus be maintained by integrating the
institution of the family directly into the hierarchical political struc-
ture.
V. Conclusion
In both doctrinal statement and operational result, the law of pre-
Western Japan reflected the matrix in which it developed: a feudal,
Oriental society. The voluntary "Westernization" of the late nine-
teenth century, and the compulsory "democratization" of the Occupa-
tion, have largely affected doctrine only. It will probably be some
time before these changes begin to seep down into the law in action, as
contrasted with the law in the law books. Meanwhile, a knowledge of
the history of the law of Japan can prove useful in helping the
Western observer understand the situation as it exists today.
48 See text accompanying notes 28-29 supra.
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